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Transparency Compare Tool offers.

Discover PwC’s Customer & Investor Tax Transparency
Compare Tool
PwC’s Customer & Investor Tax Transparency Compare Tool (“Tool”) has been developed with the aim to
support our clients in addressing critical compliance needs. The Tool is a web-based application used to
manage global tax information exchange requirements regarding FATCA and CRS. It offers more than
200 criteria across nearly 100 countries with multiple functionalities to support your compliance needs and
providing the user with meaningful overview.
We offer you a free one-week trial version to test our Tool for yourself!

PwC’s Customer & Investor Tax Transparency Compare Tool makes it even easier to get the
answers you need, on virtually any smart device.

Response

Challenge

In an area where the only constant is change, our Tool strives to address three areas which clients find the
most challenging to manage within their global operations.
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Various Sources of
Information

Different Users with
Varying Needs

Frequent Regulatory
Changes

• Given the various sources of
primary information from the IRS,
U.S. Treasury, OECD as well as
local regulatory authorities, clients
need a reliable repository of such
information in order to centralize
their searches.

• Financial institutions are impacted
in multiple operational areas by
Customer
&
Investor
Tax
Transparency initiatives. These
units and functions have different
needs and require a flexible
solution.

• The Tool houses active links to
relevant primary documentation,
including the U.S. regulations,
Annexes maintained by the
OECD, EU Directives as well as
local regulations and guidance.

• The Tool provides users with
standardized overviews and the
option to create individualized
searches which can be saved to
the user’s profile, giving users the
freedom to tailor their searches
based on the individual needs.

• Frequent regulatory changes have
become a constant occurrence within
the area of Customer & Investor Tax
Transparency.
Managing
these
changes from various sources (IRS,
OECD, EU and local authorities) has
become a challenging and significant
task.
• Based on at two-step alert process,
users will be made aware of regulatory
changes in an efficient manner and
also be notified when the Tool is
updated to reflect these changes,
allowing for new searches to be run
and stakeholders to be notified of
impacts to their institutions.

What is the value that PwC’s Customer & Investor Tax
Transparency Compare Tool is offering to its users?
The core value of the Tool is that it contains more
than 200 criteria that are updated on an on-going
basis and organized into various key topics. This
makes relevant criteria easily accessible and
comparable across almost 100 jurisdictions.
As a first step, the user should select a ‘Base
Country’, meaning the country against which
differences should be compared within the Tool. By
doing so, all reports will be presented in comparison
to the selected ‘Base Country’ with differences
clearly highlighted. Also, the user has the option to
choose only a ‘Base Country’ and run country
specific reports, without comparison, in a single
country view. This ‘Base Country’ can be changed
at any time.

Our Tool offers four different pre-determined reports: (1) Executive Report; (2) Status Overview; (3)
Reporting Overview; and, (4) Reportable Jurisdiction Matrix.
In addition to these four pre-determined reports, the Tool also offers one more report to its users: Create
Your Own Report, where the user is free to not only select a baseline country and countries for
comparison, but also any, or all, of the more than 200 criteria covering FATCA and CRS within PwC’s
Customer & Investor Tax Transparency Compare Tool. Each user has the option to save these
searches within his or her profile and re-run the reports when regulatory updates occur. Importantly, when
the user re-runs the search it will include the most recent regulatory information.
PwC will provide regulatory alerts to the users in a two-step process. First, the user will be notified of
any regulatory changes in any jurisdiction, i.e. the passage of local legislation, via the News Blog (which
feeds into the ‘News’ section of the Tool) and via a weekly e-mail. Secondly, once the Tool is updated to
reflect the changes, the user will be notified of the change to the content.

By selecting a ‘Base Country’, the users
determine the regulatory baseline within
the Tool. Results for the ‘Base Country’
will be included in any reports that are run
and differences from the ‘Base Country’
will be highlighted. This ‘Base Country’
can be changed at any time.

The user can select the countries to be
compared to the ‘Base Country’. For
example, a user responsible for EMEA
could select all locations where his or her
institution has operations in EMEA to
compare against the ‘Base Country’, e.g.
the headquarter location.
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The Executive Report provides an overview of the
current regulatory status in each selected jurisdiction
The Executive Report provides users with an overview of the regulatory and operational environment in
each jurisdiction based on the same criteria of: (1) Implementation timeline; (2) Governance & scope; (3)
Due diligence; (4) Reporting; (5) Withholding; and, (6) Penalties.
This type of report could act to support internal status updates within projects and to support operations, to
support onboarding of project team members or communication to steering committees.

The Executive Report will be generated in a popup which can be printed to Adobe PDF© as a
booklet, including general information on customer
& investor tax transparency, as well as countryspecific details. In addition, the PwC local contact
person will also be provided for each jurisdiction.
As with all reports, the Executive Report will also
be date stamped, to ensure that readers of the
PDF reports will know when they were generated
and whether an updated version should be sought.
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The Status Overview provides a graphic summary of the
user’s regulatory environment
The Status Overview provides a graphic summary of each country’s customer and investor tax
transparency status as well as details on the status of implementation of FATCA and CRS (with historical
data for UK FATCA) in the selected jurisdictions, including a link to the IGA, IGA Model type, IGA
signature date, status of local legislation and guidance, and list of countries with which the jurisdiction has
CRS agreements in place.

The Status Overview
opens by highlighting
the regulatory
environment for
FATCA /UK FATCA
based on the IGA
status and relevance
of UK FATCA for all
jurisdictions in the
assigned package.
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In addition, a
graphical overview is
provided to indicate
the status in each
country.
This view will change
by clicking between
the ‘FATCA/UK
FATCA’ and ‘CRS’
views.

A similar overview is
provided for the
Common Reporting
Standard based on the
latest information from
countries around the
world.

By clicking on ‘Next’,
the user will be
provided with a tabular
comparison on the
status in each location,
including links to the
latest regulatory
guidance, effective
dates of the
regulations and other
similar information.

The Reporting Overview provides a view on the reporting
timeline and requirements in each country
The Reporting Overview provides timelines on FATCA and CRS reporting with details on the data to be
reported, data transmission channels and format, recipient and other relevant requirements.

The Reporting Overview opens by
highlighting the reporting deadlines for
FATCA based on the IGA status for all
jurisdictions in the assigned package.
Please note that reporting deadlines for
UK FATCA based on the relevance of UK
FATCA for all jurisdictions in the assigned
package are highlighted in a similar
manner up to the year 2017.

A similar overview will
be provided for the
Common Reporting
Standard based on the
latest information from
each country.

In addition, a graphical
overview is provided to
indicate the reporting
deadlines in each
country. This view will
change by clicking
between the ‘FATCA
Reporting’ and ‘CRS
Reporting’ views.

By clicking on the
‘clock icon’ in the
upper right corner, the
user will be provided
with a timeline
overview of the
reporting deadlines in
each selected
jurisdiction. Additional
information can be
found by clicking on
the ‘information icon’
next to the country
name.
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The Reportable Jurisdiction Matrix generates a threedigit ISO code list of the reportable jurisdictions
The Reportable Jurisdiction Matrix is a unique report capable of generating a machine-readable threedigit ISO code list of the jurisdictions the resident account holders of which need to be reported in the
selected countries. Besides indicating the first year of application on a country-by-country basis, it also
includes addition comments, if the “show comments” option is selected.

The user may select the jurisdictions
where they have a reporting obligation.
By clicking on ‘Select All’ and ‘Clear All’,
users can easily select or clear all
countries. The 3-digit ISO code list will be
generated in the form of a Microsoft
Excel© file by clicking on ‘Create EXCEL’.

In the Excel© file created, the first
column shows the ISO code of the
jurisdiction where the reporting liability
is incurred, whereas the second
column lists the jurisdictions which
are reportable in the country shown in
the first column. In the third and fourth
columns the user will find the first
year of reporting as well as the last
update date of the given row.

If ‘Show comments’ is selected on the
‘Country Selection’ tab , then the fifth
column shows additional comments,
where applicable.
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Create Your Own Report enables users to tailor their
search based on all available criteria
The Create Your Own Report feature allows the user to select from all available criteria (more than 200)
to create a tailored report intended to fit the user’s specific needs.
These criteria are categorized for easy navigation based on the report types and also includes a search
box for keyword searches.

By clicking on the toggles, the user will see all criteria within that specific category and may begin
selecting some by ticking the checkboxes, or all of the criteria, by clicking “Select All” to tailor the report.
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The Customer & Investor Tax Transparency News Blog
provides weekly updates on FATCA and CRS
developments around the globe
The Customer & Investor Tax Transparency News Blog (“News Blog”) is your source for the latest
updates on FATCA and CRS worldwide. PwC provides regulatory alerts to the users via e-mail and the
News Blog as well.
By clicking on the icon on the right navigation, a window will pop up where the user can choose the
‘News’ section and will be directed to the News Blog, which is only available to subscribed users.

The news section allows the user to get
acquainted with updates taking place in all
jurisdictions (not just those within the user’s
subscription).
In the News Blog, which only
subscribed users have access to,
the user may click on any of the
news headlines in order to be
redirected to the News Blog where
more information can be found or
the user can leave a reply.
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Get signed up for a free one-week trial of PwC’s Customer & Investor Tax Transparency
Compare Tool or schedule a live, tailored demonstration with our team.

View this code through your
camera to see a more
detailed video of what PwC’s
Customer & Investor Tax
Transparency Compare Tool
offers.

Please contact PwC to learn more about how PwC’s Customer & Investor Tax
Transparency Compare Tool can help you navigate through your compliance
questions.

Dr. Karl Küpper
Partner, Germany

Mark D. Orlic
Partner, Germany

+49 69 9585 5708
karl.kuepper@pwc.com

+49 69 9585 5038
mark.dinko.orlic@pwc.com
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